
Module 4

The Brain & The Learning Process 

The brain and the learning process. These are two things you have to know about and 

really, they’ve been some of the biggest game changers for me. Understanding the 

process that we go through as we learn, understanding what deliberate practice is, and 

then understanding (actually) how the brain is working and how it naturally works. We 

cannot change that it works the same in every human. They’ve done some crazy good 

studies because of all the technological updates and things that they have. We have 

crazy good technology nowadays, that’s a professional term “crazy good”. That we can 

actually take and examine the brain and how it works and its response to these different 

phases of learning. There’s just been some really cool breakthroughs in the past few 

years on how the brain works and how the learning process interacts with the brain 

while it’s working. That has helped me take a lot of pressure off myself while I’m 

learning because if I’m learning something and I’m just not getting it, a lot of times I just 

back up and go, “it’s not me that’s just how my brain is working.” It has not had time to 

process this, I need to repeat the this exercise some more. So I don’t get frustrated 

anymore, I just take a step back, take a couple deep breaths and go, “well let’s spend 

another day repeating this exercise.” Because, in the end, this is the quickest way to get 

to where I want to go. There’s no quicker way, there’s no short cut. This is the only way 

the brain works. I can’t shortcut how the brain processes information. How the brain 

learns a new ability. I can’t do that. It’s always done the same way, it’s continued to do it 

the same way.  

So let’s break these things down. Let’s first look at the learning process. The learning 

process happens in three phases, ok? The first is called - the cognitive or the 

associative phase. That’s where we understand the task, we form a mental 

representation of what that task is, and we have to really focus on each step of the task. 

That’s the first stage, it’s called cognitive or associative phase. Remember that thing 

where we have to have the cognitive part of our brain if it’s two things that require 

cognitive activity. That’s because we’re in the cognitive phase of learning and we have 
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to do with the focus on each step of that. We have to use our focus, we have to use our 

working memory, we have to use our goal management. All those cognitive skills. We 

have to use those in this first stage of learning. So, if we’re learning a new chord 

progression. That is learning, not just like, “ok we have 4 chords to learn.” Ok this, first 

chord, I don’t even really know the fingering for that chord. Let me figure that out. Once I 

figure that out, then I can go on to the next one, but this is the phase where we are just 

really learning. This would be similar to a child sounding out the letters of - like I did 

earlier in another video, hippopotamus. Hip-po-pota…like, it’s each little letter. They are 

stumbling over it, focusing on it, then putting it together. 

The second phase of learning is the autonomous, ok? This is executable of 

performance. The studies have shown that in any general skill level, or any general 

activity, that is usually right a 50 hours where we can get - for instance practicing 

basketball. You practice for 50 hours, you can get to an autonomous where you can 

shoot the ball, dribble the ball. In other words, you can do it, it is stable and it doesn’t 

require as much thought as the cognitive or associative phase, that first phase. That’s 

the second, the autonomous. It is where you are kind of getting through it, but not really. 

I call this, half learned and all too often this is where we leave material. We are willing to 

get past the cognitive/associative stage but when it comes to the autonomous stage, we 

are not willing to stick with it until we get to the third stage of learning. We want to leave 

that because we feel this pressure that there’s too much for us to learn.  

Now what is the third stage? The third stage is the automatic phase, ok? That’s where 

we generate an automatic performance with very minimal effort. It’s also the stage 

where further experience on that particular exercise doesn’t necessarily yield any 

marked improvements in that area. So doing the same exercise over and over after 

you’ve learned and mastered that exercise, you’re not going to get any better you’re just 

repeating that exercise, ok? After you do that, you have to do something to push 

yourself to another space. So we have - cognitive/associative, we have autonomous, 

and we have automatic. The cognitive/associative, we’ve all been there. That is a very 
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frustrating phase. The autonomous is that “half learned” phase, and that’s where most 

people leave a skill. That’s where they leave, they’ve gotten this exercise up to a certain 

level and they’re going to leave that because they feel pressure that they have too much 

to learn. But the automatic phase is where we need to get it to and that’s where we 

have it automatic. We can do it without thinking about it, alright? That’s where it is about 

of the cognitive phase.  

Now, the experts, what do they do that’s different? When they get to that automatic 

phase, they pile on more complexity to keep them in the cognitive/associative phase. 

So, in other words, they go, “1,2,3.” And when they get ‘here’, they want to do 

something that bumps them back to the cognitive/associative phase. Now, what might 

that be? Maybe you’ve learned a chord progression. You’ve got the chord progression, 

you can just chunk through it, it is automatic, no problem. We’ve got, what’s called, an 

arrested development there. We’re not developing anymore (I love that show by the 

way, it’s hilarious), but it’s an actual term, we’ve arrested our development. We can go 

no further without making changes. Experts seek to make small changes that kick them 

back to the cognitive/associative phase. What might a small change be?  

Maybe you have a specific comping pattern that you want to do. Ok, that’s a small 

change and doing that all-the-sudden kicks you back to the cognitive/associative phase. 

If I’m on the drums and I’ve got a pattern that I’ve mastered on the snare drum, for 

instance maybe a rudiment, that is one that a lot of people know - paradiddle (right left 

right right left right left left). I’ve mastered that, how can I push myself back to the 

cognitive/associative phase. It maybe as simple as moving a hand to a new sound 

source or maybe as simple as moving the right hand every time I hit it. Something very 

simple, it’s a small change, but it pushes me back to that cognitive/associative phase. 

Makes me go back through the three phases of learning. Once I get to that third phase, 

what happens? It’s arrested development unless what? We do another change to the 

exercise to kick us back here.  
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Now you’ll see that zoning and assembly lines help us do that. Those feedback loops, 

they help us do that. Once you’ve got a feedback loop and you’ve repeated it enough 

and you’re like, “I know this.” Ok, change something, break it, send it back to cognitive/

associative, go back to the processes. This is the thing that separates experts and 

professionals from the amateurs. They are constantly trying to avoid arrested 

development. They’re constantly trying to avoid automating the process, they want to 

automate it, yes, but then they want to kick it back to cognitive so they can automate it 

at a higher level. That’s what they want to do. Amateurs get to stage three and they stay 

there. Experts get to stage three, but they seek to remain in stage 1. They want to 

spend as much time as possible in stage 1. Amateurs spend most of their practice time 

in stage 3, doing “feel good” stuff. Experts spend most of their practice time in stage 1. 

They get to stage 3, but they immediately knock themselves back to 1, because it’s not 

about how good they sound in their practice time, it’s about pushing themselves to that 

next level.  

Now that we understand the three stages of learning and what actually happens in our 

brain. We talked about these cognitive abilities. You’re seeing, “ok all this is starting to 

make sense.” We’ve talked about the cognitive abilities of attention and goal 

management and all those things. We know those. It is kind of starting to come 

together. Now, we bring in how the brain actually learns. How does the brain actually 

learn and work? In the recent years, they’ve been studying this white matter in our 

brain. Up until a few years back, I’d say maybe 20-30 years I’m not sure the exact time 

frame, they didn’t really understand and they didn’t have the technology to understand 

what the white matter did in our brain. And it made up a lot of our brain, it made up 50% 

on some brains. They thought it was just insulation maybe, just there for cushioning. 

They really didn’t understand what it did. It wasn’t until recent years that they began to 

understand that, yes, this is insulation but it’s so much more.  

The white matter of your brain is something called myelin. Myelin is the insulator, it is 

basically the key to building new skills. It is how we learn. They’ve taken experts like 
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Tiger Woods, myelin may be 50 levels deep on a particular nerve fiber. Now, myelin is - 

let’s say this is my nerve fiber. What happens when we want to learn a skill is, we say, 

“hey brain, this is what we want to learn.” Right? We set a goal, I want to learn this 

chord progression. So that is our goal, so we begin firing nerve fibers, there is actually 

an electrical impulse that fires and says, “play these fingers on these keys at this time.” 

That goes through, right? That nerve fiber. All-the-sudden the brain goes, “hey boys 

time to build something.” And myelin is this super cool stuff, man. And it grows around 

the nerve fiber, it insulates it. Think of a cable, think about internet cable, just the naked 

cable, right? Your connection’s not very good, anybody that knows anything about 

electricity and it being conducted knows that - the better insulted it is, what? The quicker 

it can travel along that. So you have a well insulated cable, and you have a high speed 

internet connection.  

This is what we’re trying to tame. So myelin begins growing around the nerve fiber, 

that’s the white matter in your brain. Is that not cool? When we start learning, it starts 

growing around and insulating that nerve fiber. That’s why I told you, practice does not 

make perfect. Perfect practice makes perfect. Running an exercise does not “learn it”. 

You have to learn that exercise in the specific way, the correct way. Your brain learns it 

in a neutral way, your brain does not understand you don’t want to encode that wrong 

way that you’re doing it. It’s just growing myelin and it’s like, “ok it wants to learn this 

skill, let’s do that.” So what we need to do is - we need to have focus. So again - myelin 

grows around nerve fibers to insulate that nerve fiber so the electrical impulse can go 

quicker.  

Now, there’s three steps that I want you to remember to deliberate practice. We talked 

about 5 key elements that need to be there for deliberate practice. But remember these 

three in your practice time and you’re going to be further than 99% of musicians: well 

defined goal, feedback provided, opportunities for repetition. These three things need to 

be constantly in the forefront of your mind. You need to be thinking them. You need to 

go, “is there a well defined goal, am I giving myself feedback, is someone else giving 
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me feedback, am I giving myself opportunities for repetition?” Now, all of that put 

together, and we have the learning phases and how the brain works. You can see how 

this goes.  

We have a well defined goal, the brain, “oh we need to do that.” You initiate an action 

that electrical impulse is sent along a nerve fiber. We attain feedback, myelin starts 

going and that feedback lets us adjust the exercise so that we do it right so the myelin 

insulates a nerve fiber right so we can do that quicker, ok? They’ve found that in 

professionals, it’s their rate of response. It’s how quick they can process information and 

then make split second decisions. You’ve heard experts talk about “the game slowing 

down”. When you’re playing, probably whenever you were a beginner musician, things 

went by very quickly. Have you ever learned a piece of music and you’re like, “this is 

going by so quickly.” And then you step back and you begin going, “it’s actually not 

going by that quickly.” Because you’re processing at a quicker rate. So all of this works 

together - the three phases of learning, how myelin or our brain works, and then 

deliberate practice.  

Can you see how all of these fields of study are converging to let us know - talent does 

not matter, it is how the brain works and us going through the learning phase and 

deliberately making changes, ok? Here’s the deal with your practice time - the normal 

long hours of practice that you’ve put in produce minimal effect. What they do produce 

is - you being able to maintain low levels of intensity for longer periods of time. That’s all 

that type of practice does. Deliberate practice, wether it be 30 minutes or three hours, 

helps you develop the skill sets you need and the permanent changes in your brain to 

make that happen.  

Now, myelin is at its peak in your early 20s. That’s when our cognitive abilities are at 

their best. After around age 40, it actually begins to reduce. Now, it always grows, but if 

you leave the skill the myelin will reduce. So we have to be wary of when you are older 

you can still grow that myelin. That’s why, when you are younger, things are growing 
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faster. When we are older we can still do that, we just lose it a bit quicker. Now, there 

are optimal levels of strain to put on the targeted systems. When you are going through 

an exercise, and if you’re a teacher some of you that are watching this are teachers, 

and if you’re a teacher you understand this whole thing that I’m about to tell you. You 

have a student in there, if you aren’t a teacher you’ve been a student and you 

understand this. The feeling this is. You have a student sitting there and you are seeking 

to get them to learn a specific skill set and they become overwhelmed. They actually 

shut down and stop playing, and they just sit there, ok? And as a teacher, that is our cue 

to simplify the exercise. What has happened?  

We have overloaded the system. We have put too much strain on the system and 

they’re overloaded. It is overwhelm. They don’t know what to do next, there’s too much 

for them to process. Our job as a teacher is to then scale the exercise back, remember? 

That’s one of the things for deliberate practice, we have to have exercises that are built 

specifically for their skill level. So, at that point, I know I’m dealing with a student that’s 

not quite ready to do that mentally because they haven’t developed that part of the 

brain. The myelin hasn’t wrapped around those nerve fibers. So what we need to do is 

back that exercise down. So there’s optimal levels of strain. If you find yourself in an 

exercise, running through it, and then running back through and not understanding what 

went wrong - too much strain on the system. Scale it back, until you find that optimal 

level where it’s pushing you, you can do it a little. You can make some corrections. Ok, 

now we’re doing it right. Then we kick ourself to the cognitive phase, add something a 

little bit harder.  

Too much strain leads to two different things - physical injury and it leads to burnout. 

Physical injury is the physical part of your instrument. I’ve pushed myself too far when 

I’ve been practicing before. I’ve tried to do things too fast before I had the proper 

technique and I’ve pulled muscles in my arm, wether that be tennis elbow, or a wrist 

injury. I’ve physically hurt myself, I’ve pushed myself too far and gotten blisters. Some of 

those things happen because we have to build up tolerance to certain things. But I’ve 
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pushed myself too far, and I’ve physically injured myself, ok? Now, there’s burnout - and 

that’s the mental side of things. It all has to do with recovery. That’s not giving ourselves 

enough time to recover. Remember, the practice time for experts was not driven by how 

much available time they had - but how much time it took them to recover from their last 

deliberate practice session. That is what drives their practice time. Ok? So when you 

start reaching burnout, chances are you’ve put too much strain on the system. The 

exercises are too complex and you’re not able to give yourself the feedback you need, 

which leads to overwhelm or burnout. Or, you have been going too hard for too long or 

too fast. You’ve got to slow down. How do we recover? What did those studies show? 

They slept how many times - two to three times as much as they practiced. They had 

just as much recreational activity as they did practice time and on the weekends that 

recreational activity went up to double what they practice. That is your recovery time, 

that’s how we avoid burnout.  

When we’re going through our practice time, remember, we want to perform the 

simplest movements of the task first. You’re learning something - break it down to its 

simplest movements. You want to do them very slowly. You want to correct them on a 

specific level, you don’t want to go through a measure and go, “no that wasn’t right I’m 

going to do it again.” “Why wasn’t it right?” “It wasn’t right because the second note 

wasn’t right, I played the wrong note.” Ok, play it again. Ok, “I played the second note 

was right but the fourth note was incorrect, I played the wrong timing.” Play it again. 

That is correcting on a specific level. Repeating it and going, “no that wasn’t right.” Is 

not correct. When teaching a student, I stop them, and I’ll say, “that wasn’t right, what 

was wrong?” If they, “well I played that second note.” How did you play it wrong? “I 

played it on the tom but it is supposed to be played on the snare.” That’s correct, let’s do 

it again and fix that. They go through and they play it wrong again. I’ll stop them, “what 

was the issue?” I did that note wrong. “How did you do it wrong?” Let’s slow it down and 

do it again.  
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So we correct on a very specific level. If you are going through an exercise and you find 

yourself unable to remember where the mistake was and what you did, you are biting off 

too big a chunk of the exercise. You need to scale the exercise back and do it in smaller 

chunks because your brain is not able to process all of that. Once you do that, if it’s a 4 

beat…for instance. Let’s say it’s a four beat pattern. If once you get to the end of four 

beats you can’t remember what happened what caused the mistake but you can 

remember there was a mistake. Take two beats of it. Then we will look at that and say, 

“ok I see what the mistake was.” Then can fix that, then add that. We’ll talk about that 

more whenever I go into how to correctly learn a piece of music, ok?  

So we have to get this through our brains, we have to correct on very specific levels. 

The two biggest practice mistakes that are made, and I’ll wind up with this, I know this 

has been a lot of information, a lot of big words. But it is how our brain works, it is the 

learning process. Once you get this down all the pressure is off your practice time. I 

literally sit there and go through it and it is very enjoyable, it is a very zen state that I’m 

in and I get there and I’m like, “well, I’m just not there yet.” You know what’s great? 

Sleep will help me get there because our brain keeps working while we’re sleeping. I’ve 

mentioned that before, the brain processes things and they’re like, “hey boys, he’s trying 

to do something and cannot figure out what he’s trying to do.” That myelin continues to 

grow, it continues to insulate those fibers. When you wake up and you go, “hey, I got the 

answer.” Or, “hey, I can do it now!” You ever done that? You leave the practice room and 

can’t do something, come back the next day and you’re like, “what happened, I can play 

it now?” That’s what happened, your brain caught up with what you were doing. Ok?  

So your brain recovers while you are sleeping and while you have recreational activities. 

The two biggest practice mistakes - mindless practice. We’ve talked a ton about that. 

That is just going through the motions. That’s the biggest mistake you can make and, 

honestly, all you’re doing is getting better at being able to sustain low levels of intensity 

for long periods of time. Somebody’s like, “I practice 8 hours.” I’m like, “well God bless 

you that you can survive that.” I used to do that too and I wish I would’ve known what I 
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know now. Because now I would go in for 2 hours and get more accomplished than they 

get in 8 hours because I’m hammering it out and I’m constantly kicking myself back to 

that cognitive phase. I’m giving myself the time to learn what I need to do.  

The second mistake is - they push too hard. They don’t give themselves the time to 

recover. They don’t give their brain the time to process what happened. We have to 

realize, this is not a race. There’s no finish line, it’s just a journey. We’re going to get 

there when we get there. The fastest way to get there is to practice deliberately. So, 

from this lesson, if you can get the three phases of learning - cognitive/associative, 

autonomous, and the automatic phase. You can realize that experts seek to stay in the 

first phase. The normal, amateurs, they always get to that last phase and it is what’s 

called arrested development and they stay there. That’s what we want to avoid, if we 

want to go to the expert level, we have to kick our self back to the cognitive phase. It is 

a really frustrating place to be in, but if we know how the brain works - and that is myelin 

wraps itself around nerve fibers so those electrical impulses can fire quicker. Than that 

takes the pressure off, and we’re able to stay in that cognitive and focus longer. And 

because of what we’ve learned in the other three modules, we’re able to stay there and 

get done what we need to do. Then we have the three steps I want you to remember for 

deliberate practice while you are going through here. There are 5 key components, but 

really three steps in your active learning process - you need a well defined goal, 

feedback has to be provided, and you have to have opportunities for repetition.  

If one of those starts breaking down, then you need to go back and look and see if 

overwhelm or burnout starts happening, you need to go back to one of those first things 

in the five that we talked about and see if you need to adjust the exercise to the level 

that you are at. The two things that happen whenever we overstrain the system is - 

physical injury or burnout. The two biggest practice mistakes - mindless practice and 

pushing too hard.  
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That’s a lot of information, you may need to watch this more than once. You definitely 

need to take notes on this so you see exactly what’s going on. Alright, put down in the 

comment section - what are your thoughts on this? Because for some of you this is 

completely new information. For some of you, you may be brain surgeons. You may be 

like, “yes this is how it works.” Or, “Stephen you are full of crap there’s new 

development.” I don’t think you’ll say that because I’ve done a lot of research on this. 

But, put down in the comment section your thoughts on this, and this has probably given 

you an ah-ha moment of where you’re making some mistakes in your practice time or 

where you’re wasting some time and you’re probably already writing notes about how 

you’re going to improve your next practice session. After you get done with that leave in 

your comment and jump over to the next video. We’re going to start breaking down 

assembly lines, zoning, assessing your playing, all of those things. We’re going to be 

looking at that and really be getting into the nitty gritty and how we can get the most out 

of limited time. 
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